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Abstract

We discuss welfare and various policy interventions for mixed ICT markets
where firms use either ‘open source’ (OS) or ‘closed source’ (CS) business
models. We find that the existence of OS business models improves social
welfare compared to all-CS industries by letting firms share costs and avoid
duplication. However, code sharing also establishes a de facto quality-cartel
that suppresses OS firms’ incentives to invest. Competition from CS firms
weakens this cartel and improves welfare. That said, market forces alone pro-
vide too little CS competition. We find no support for various government
interventions based on tax breaks for OS-based firms and pro-OS procure-
ment preferences by government. However, policies that directly target the
supply of OS code have a positive impact.
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1. Introduction

Despite differences in detail, the number of conceptually distinct incen-
tives (e.g. patents, prizes, grants, contract research) that society uses to
promote innovation is remarkably small (see Scotchmer, 2004). Against
this background, the emergence of fundamentally new ‘open source’ (OS)
methods for producing software in the 1990s surprised and delighted ob-
servers. Furthermore, OS seemed to avoid proprietary or ‘closed source’
(CS) software’s worse feature—charging consumers a royalty for information
that could theoretically be distributed at zero cost. This made it natural to
ask whether OS could drastically improve welfare compared to CS.

For a long time, this question was largely theoretical. Early OS collabo-
rations were almost entirely centered on non-monetary incentives like intrin-
sic motivations (fun, altruism), education, signaling, and reputation (Lerner
and Tirole, 2002; Ghosh et al., 2002b; Lakhani and Wolf, 2005; David and
Shapiro, 2008). This made it impossible for governments to influence OS
production using policy levers (e.g. taxes, subsidies) that are based on finan-
cial incentives (Schmidt and Schnitzer, 2003; Evans and Reddy, 2003; Lee,
2006). Moreover, OS programmers’ need for, say, reputation was limited,1

and without a price signal, consumers had no direct way to influence the
supply of OS software. In the first years of the 21st Century, then, one might
have expected OS production to level off.

In fact, the opposite happened. Indeed, the number of worldwide OS
projects grew nine-fold between 2001 and 2007 2 and has continued to grow
exponentially since then (Riehle, personal communication). But this was only
possible because OS itself changed. As Lerner and Schankerman (2010)’s
massive survey reveals, the old pattern of “a widely dispersed pool of volun-
tary contributors” has given way to projects in which “corporations increas-
ingly invest large amounts of money to finance open source development,
both in terms of direct finance to other companies and through paying their
employees to engage in such activity.”3 Several of these OS projects (e.g.
Linux, Android), have become household names representing billion dollar

1As Fershtman and Gandal (2004) reports in the case of Apache, OS volunteers only
need so much reputation. Many volunteers drastically reduce code contributions as soon
as collaboration organizers promote them to a higher status.

2Deshpande and Riehle (2008) report exponential growth of OS projects in their rep-
resentative worldwide sample of OS projects.

3Similarly , Barnett (2011) writes that “[s]tandard characterizations of OSS develop-
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investments by dozens of corporations and hundreds of professional program-
mers. Lerner et al. (2006) report that firm participation is strongly correlated
with the largest and fastest growing projects.4

Inevitably, this new world brings fresh policy challenges. First, OS is
far more central to the economy than it was before. Second, OS is now
largely commercial. This technology sharing between firms raises obvious,
if unfamiliar, issues for competitions policy. Third, and most importantly,
there are now dozens of markets in which CS and OS software compete head-
to-head (Harvey, 2010). This means that it is no longer realistic to analyze
pure-CS or pure-OS markets in isolation. Instead, any complete theory (let
alone policy) must ask when mixed-OS/CS markets are possible, whether and
to what extent they are desirable, and what government can do to promote
and improve them. The good news is that politicians understand this and
routinely stress the need for balanced OS/CS “ecosystems.” The bad news
is that there is still no clear concept of what such a balance consists of, let
alone how to know when an appropriate OS/CS mix has been achieved.

This article presents a broad framework that policymakers can use to
understand and manage commercial OS, both in isolation and as part of a
mixed OS/CS ecosystem. Like all models, we do not represent every last
detail of the activity. Instead, we try to capture the underlying economic
logic that unites the great majority of OS business models. This kind of
deliberately generic approach is essential if policymakers are to frame global
rules (e.g. tax policy) for OS as a whole. The only real question is whether
our model captures the main features of the problem. We argue below that
the great majority of commercial OS activity is based on selling proprietary
complements and that global interventions can be safely designed on this
basis.

ment as the spontaneous coordination of [...] ideologically motivated volunteers [...] do
not accurately describe at least the most successful applications in the current market.”.
Lohr (2009) reports that the days when OS was driven by sharing rather than profits “are
long gone”. Survey research has similarly detected a secular shift in OS motivations away
from hobbyist-based production to a culture dominated by paid professionals working on
company time. (Ghosh et al., 2002a,b).

4Indeed, the unthinkable has happened: At least one leading OS collaboration (Eclipse)
receives more software deposits during office hours than it does on weekends (Weingarten,
personal communication).
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2. Literature

The idea that commercial firms are prepared to fund shared research
for unsentimental, profit-maximizing reasons is familiar from the (non-)co-
operative R&D literature. This provides a solid foundation for analyzing
commercial OS. At the same time, firms have spent much of the past decade
experimenting with, and often discarding, specific business models. Much
of the empirical literature is devoted to cataloging this activity. This has
encouraged researchers to focus on differences in detail and delayed efforts
to find underlying commonalities. On the theory side, the analysis has been
similarly fragmented. Until recently, most workers concentrated on modeling
relatively narrow phenomena that OS collaborations could be expected to
display under plausible circumstances. The challenge now is to build broader
theories that build on and incorporate these insights.

This section reviews what scholars have learned about commercial OS.
Section 2.1 reminds the reader of how OS fits into the broader non-cooperative
R&D literature. Section 2.2 reviews recent efforts to catalog the many dif-
ferent business models that OS firms have experimented with since the mid-
1990s. Despite superficial differences, we argue that almost all of these ex-
amples depend on bundling an OS product with one or more privately owned
complements. Section 2.3 reviews economists’ efforts to model commercial
OS. These typically analyze investment decisions within the framework of
two-stage duopoly games. Finally, Section 2.4 reviews the theory and prac-
tice of government OS policy. Here, recent proposals almost always stress
the need for balanced approaches that treat OS and CS firms as a single
combined “ecosystem”. The problem, for now, is that politicians have said
almost nothing about what this balance consists of. We argue that further
understanding will require an explicit, deliberately generic model. This mo-
tivates the rest of our article.

2.1. Cooperative and Non-cooperative R&D, and Spillovers

Commercial OS development can usefully be analyzed as an example of
technology sharing (Lerner and Tirole, 2005) or pooled R&D (West and Gal-
lagher, 2006). This links the phenomenon to (non-)cooperative R&D models,
most prominently represented by the work of d’Aspremont and Jacquemin
(1988). However, most of this work focuses on cost-reducing R&D. By com-
parison, OS/CS development is almost always directed toward improving
the quality of ICT products. This locates OS within the sub-literature that
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analyses how R&D affects vertical product differentiation (e.g. Motta, 1992;
Rosenkranz, 1995; Deroian and Gannon, 2006).

In what follows, we analyze the the case where firms choose between
two different non-cooperative R&D strategies within a single market. These
two different non-cooperative R&D strategies imply dramatically different
spillovers while. This extends the literature since previous analyses have
almost always assumed that spillover rates differ, if at all, based on whether
firms pursue cooperative or non-cooperative R&D (Kamien et al., 1992; Choi,
1993; Miyagiwa and Ohno, 2002; Hinloopen, 2003).

The fact that the firms in our model choose different levels of spillovers
(OS vs. CS) distinguishes our research questions also from those dealing with
general, industry-wide spillovers.5 More related to our topic is Fershtman
and Gandal (2011) who analyze the direct and indirect knowledge spillovers
between OS projects and OS developers. Since we focus on the difference
between OS and CS, we abstract from these details and treat OS spillovers
as a single homogeneous activity.

2.2. Empirical Studies of OS Business Models

Commercial OS firms have experimented with—and frequently discarded—
a wide variety of business models since the 1990s. Given this turmoil, much
of the early literature focused on detailed case studies of individual collab-
orations (Välimäki, 2003). By the early 2000s, however, scholars began to
locate these individual examples within broader taxonomies (Ghosh et al.,
2002a; Fink, 2002; Daffara, 2007). This work provides a solid starting point
for workers hoping to construct the kinds of broadly generic models that tax
policy and other global interventions require.

Table 1 summarizes this literature. The core of this list (Items 1 - 9, 16)
adopts Daffara’s state-of-the-art taxonomy (Daffara, 2007, 2009). In order to
ensure completeness, we have conservatively added six additional categories
found elsewhere in the literature.

5There is an extensive literature on how knowledge spills over via different channels
like labor mobility or face-to-face communications and the like, giving reasons to lo-
cal/geographical effects and clusters (e.g. Audretsch and Feldman, 1996; Almeida and
Kogut, 1999; Bresnahan et al., 2001; Dahl and Pedersen, 2004; Sorenson et al., 2006) and
their role in markets for technology (Arora and Gambardella, 2010). Since the technology
sharing of OS is not limited to these channels, we do not take this aspect into account.
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Table 1: Commonly Cited Reasons Why Firms Contribute to OS Software

Name Description Motivation

1. Open Core Firm bundles open software with
proprietary plug-ins (Daffara,
2009).

Selling proprietary
software.

2. Product Special-
ists

Firm produces open software while
offering training and consulting
services (Daffara, 2009).

Selling user support
services.

3. Platform
Providers

Firm integrates separate open
source components into a single,
custom-designed platform (Daffara,
2009).

Selling program-
ming services.

4. Selection and
Consulting Services

Firm evaluates and recommends
proposed ICT projects. Daffara
(2009) remarks that these firms
produce relatively little OS code
and have :“a very limited impact
on (...) FLOSS communities”
(Daffara, 2009).

Selling consulting
and evaluation ser-
vices.

5. Aggregate Sup-
port Providers

Firm provides “one-stop” support
for users running OS programs
adopted from multiple unrelated
sources (Daffara, 2009).

Selling support ser-
vices.

6. Legal Certifica-
tion and Consulting

Firm manages legal issues associ-
ated with OS use. Daffara (2009)
remarks that these companies sel-
dom create OS (or even CS) soft-
ware (Daffara, 2009).

Selling legal, com-
pliance audit, and
insurance services.

7. Training and
Documentation

Firm offers courses, training, and
manuals (Daffara, 2009).

Selling support
services.

8. Indirect Rev-
enues

“A company may decide to fund
open source software projects if
these create a significant revenue
source for related products, not
directly connected with source code
or or software” (Daffara, 2009).
Examples include hardware and
hardware drivers (see also Rossi
and Bonaccorsi, 2006).

Selling hardware
and software.
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Table 1 continued

Name Description Motivation

9. Knowledge and
R&D Cost Sharing

Firm opens code so that outside
developers improve and debug it.
(Henkel, 2006b; Rossi and Bonac-
corsi, 2006).

see text

10. First-Mover
Advantages and
Network Effects

Firm opens code to expand user
network. Free code subsidizes new
users, acts as a commitment strat-
egy that limits firm’s ability to
raise prices in the future, and re-
assures users that software will be
maintained (Maurer and Scotch-
mer, 2006).

see text

11. Monitoring/
Influencing OS
Projects

Firm contributes OS in order to
monitor and/or influence develop-
ment efforts (Maurer and Scotch-
mer, 2006).

see text

12. Recruitment Firm participates in OS products
to identify, hire gifted program-
mers (Rossi and Bonaccorsi, 2006;
Maurer and Scotchmer, 2006).

Improved Hiring.

13. Retention and
Morale

Firm participates in OS to retain
and promote high performance
among programmers.

Employee Perfor-
mance.

14. Public Relations Firm offers OS code or participates
in OS collaborations to improve its
image.

Reputation.

15. Norms Firm offers OS code or partici-
pates in OS collaborations for non-
financial, ideological reasons (Os-
terloh, 2002; Rossi and Bonaccorsi,
2006).

Non-commercial
Reward

16. Dual Licensing Firm offers open version of propri-
etary product in order to obtain
bug fixes and ideas for new product
features. “Mainly used by produc-
ers of developer-oriented tools and
software” (Daffara, 2009).

Bug fixes and
ideas from non-
commercial users.
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We proceed by discussing Table 1 in detail. The core of our list, Items 1
through 8, is quickly addressed. Readers can confirm by inspection that each
of these business models funds OS production through the sale of privately
owned complements. In economic terms, at least, the fact that the comple-
ment consists of services (Items 2, 3, 5-7), software (Items 1, 9), or hardware
(Item 9) can be analyzed as well-defined subcases.

Properly speaking, Items 9 (R&D Cost Sharing), 10 (Monitoring OS
Projects) and 11 (First Mover Advantages) are not really business models
at all. Instead, each is recursive in the sense that it depends on additional,
unstated models to earn revenue. For example, Item 9 assumes that users
will contribute to the project. To the extent that these users are commercial,
we expect them to fund the activity through some other business model.
Similarly, Items 10 and 11 argue that firms often participate in open source
to gain strategic advantage. This, however, implies that the firm expects to
extract revenue at a later date by unspecified means.

Item 12 (Recruitment) argues that firms value OS as a uniquely transpar-
ent way to identify and evaluate job candidates. To the best of our knowledge,
however, no scholar has ever analyzed how much OS involvement a company
needs for this purpose. Naively, even small-scale participation should be
sufficient to identify capable programmers.

Items 13 through 15 (Retention, Public Relations, Norms) advance non-
economic reasons for firms to invest in OS. For now, relatively little is known
about the importance of these incentives in generating OS software by firms.
There is some evidence, however, that firms who self-report strong values-
based reasons for supporting OS invest relatively little: Rossi and Bonaccorsi
(2006) report that about two-thirds (62%) of firms expressing above-average
support OS provided less-than-average support. Furthermore, similar mo-
tives have been widely studied in the corporate social responsibility liter-
ature. Here, the conventional wisdom holds that firms have only limited
discretion to depart from strict profit maximization and, in any case, cannot
support actions that would lead to negative profits (Vogel, 2005). For this
reason, we expect Items 13 - 15 to play relatively minor roles in overall OS
software production.

To this point, we have argued that the great majority of OS business
models can be accurately described in terms of simple complements models.
Item 16 is different. Dual Licensing models typically involve cases where a
single firm creates code and then offers access to users under either an OS
or a CS license. The OS community generates bug reports and new ideas
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while the CS community provides revenue.6 Several scholars have reported
that dual licensing models have been important business models in the past.
Today, however, this status seems to be eroding.7

We understand that the foregoing qualitative discussion is not entirely
satisfactory. We would much prefer a world-wide census that ties a large,
representative sample of OS software to specific business models.8 In the
meantime, however, we can refer to Daffara (2009) who reports that 93% of
OS firms use business models covered by Items 1-8, where OS is combined
with a complementary product. Thus, the available evidence suggests that
policymakers should design tax rules and other global interventions on the
assumption that OS firms support themselves by selling complements.9

2.3. Theories of Commercial OS

Theories of traditional (non-commercial) OS almost always ask why un-
paid volunteers should invest time and effort in inventing new products. The
rise of commercial OS provides a trivial answer: Firms hire programmers
to do the work. But this answer begs the deeper question of why profit-
maximizing firms should do such a thing in the first place. Taking their cue
from the empirical literature, theorists have universally assumed that OS
firms recoup their investment by selling proprietary complements. This is

6Comino and Manenti (2011) provide an instructive analysis. Their key insight is that
the firm relies on OS users to cut costs by supplying bug reports while CS users provide
revenue. This means that profits are determined by the size of each population. This can
often be manipulated. For example, firms seeking to increase revenue can adopt strong
licenses that discourage OS use.

7For example, Daffara (2009) records that dual licensing came in fourth out of ten
categories considered. However, he also reports that there is no single “significant” model
today and that “the most probable future” points to development consortia (Item 9) and
product specialists (Item 2). As we have seen, these are both complementary products
models.

8For now, the leading web census is due to Deshpande and Riehle (2008). Adding
business model information to their data would be a massive undertaking.

9Alternatively, policymakers may sometimes be able to design tailored policies that
distinguish OS businesses that support themselves through the sale of complements from
those that do not. Businesses operating dual use license models, in particular, tend to be
highly distinctive. Unlike other commercial OS collaborations, they almost always feature
(a) governance structures that centralize power within a single dominant firm, (b) OS
licenses that feature very strong, copyleft restrictions, and (c) little or no code production
outside the dominant firm. See, e.g. Välimäki (2003).
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invariably modeled using Cournot and Bertrand competition. Until recently,
almost all of this work was limited to monopoly and duopoly models. This
approach was mathematically convenient but still sufficiently powerful that
researchers could explore topics like OS firms’ use of non-commercial code
or the deliberate choice of CS models as a deterrent to entry. In retrospect,
however, it also obscured other issues—most notably competition by two
or more OS firms against a CS rival—that simple duopoly models cannot
capture.

The first commercial OS studies typically explored business models in
which a commercial OS firm (e.g. Red Hat) builds its business on a preex-
isting body of non-commercial code.10 For example, Bitzer (2004) presents
a model in which OS firms receive software at zero cost and invest their en-
tire R&D budget in developing complements. He finds that CS firms which
write their own software can nevertheless survive in the market provided that
their products are sufficiently heterogeneous. Sen (2007) similarly analyzes
whether CS firms can compete against OS firms selling improved versions
of existing, non-commercial OS software. He finds that both types of firms
can sometimes coexist. However, when network effects create winner-take-all
markets, Sen expects OS firms to drive CS rivals out of the market.

These early analyses assumed that OS firms were essentially parasitic,
i.e. relied on production by non-commercial volunteers. By the mid-2000s,
however, OS firms were creating their own code bases. Baake and Wichmann
(2004) were the first to analyze this behavior. They constructed a Bertrand
model in which two software firms decide whether to publish part of their
software as OS code. They found that both firms would release significant OS
software in equilibrium in order to obtain bug reports from users. However,
they also noted that OS software reduced barriers to entry. Thus, incum-
bents would deliberately limit OS code donations short of the point where
new OS firms would enter the market. Finally, Verani (2006) constructed a
differentiated duopoly model to compare output in all-OS and all-CS indus-
tries. He found that firms develop more code under OS regimes when their
software-based products (bundles) are close substitutes.

To the best of our knowledge, the first author to proceed beyond duopoly

10Relatedly, some authors asked when CS firms could earn revenue in competition with
non-commercial software. (see e.g. Mustonen, 2003; Casadesus-Masanell and Ghemawat,
2006).
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models was Schmidtke (2006), who constructed a Cournot model in which
OS firms invest in a shared public good (e.g. OS software) to increase the
value of a private complement (e.g. server hardware). Unlike previous work,
Schmidtke’s model can accommodate arbitrarily large numbers of OS firms.
This allows him to explore the impact of entry on profits, output, and total
welfare.11 Schmidtke concludes that welfare increases with the number of
firms. At the same time, his model assumes a pure-OS market. For this
reason, he is unable to analyze competition between OS and CS firms.

More recently, Llanes and de Elejalde (2009) present a two stage model in
which CS and OS firms compete by bundling a primary good (which can be
OS or CS) with a complementary private good. In the first stage, firms decide
whether they are an OS or CS firm. In the second stage, firms decide on both
the quality and price of the bundle that they plan to offer to consumers.
Llanes and de Elejalde find that relatively few firms choose OS when most of
the bundle’s value derives from the primary good. This is because OS firms
find it hard to recoup investment from the open complement. However, the
situation changes when the complement is roughly as valuable as the primary.
Here, the cost advantage of code-sharing dominates so that all firms adopt
OS. Related work by Casadesus-Masanell and Llanes (2011) extends this
model to the general case where firms can choose between making all, part,
or none of their modules OS. They find that firms are more willing to open
modules that are substitutes to existing open-source projects. Firms open
high-quality modules when CS and OS modules are incompatible, while low-
quality firms are more open when modules can be combined.

The Llanes and de Elejalde (2009) model was developed independently
from our work and differs in important respects. Most obviously, the authors
do not investigate the impact of code-sharing on quality competition among
OS firms. This is probably an artifact of their set-up, in which firms select
the quality of the OS good and the price of the complement simultaneously.12

Though mathematically convenient, we argue that this choice overlooks the
fact that software R&D projects have much longer lead times than hardware

11Schmidtke also points out that firms may sometimes use OS to subsidize their competi-
tors’ R&D programs. This makes sense where the new technology is a strong complement
that promises to increase demand for both firms’ products. Henkel (2006a) similarly argues
that complements can encourage reciprocal OS disclosures.

12We find that inserting similar assumptions into our model also suppresses quality
competition effects.
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pricing decisions. Moreover, the difference is important. We argue below that
shared OS code suppresses quality competition and leads to underinvestment.
This poses a central challenge for policymakers.13

Finally, we note that simple profit-maximization models are not the whole
story. First, Henkel (2006a) remarks that firms’ ability to share individual
R&D tasks is limited. Strangely, this defect can sometimes increase to-
tal OS production by forcing each firm to specialize in whichever task(s) it
finds most valuable. Second, the rise of OS collaborations adds a new layer
of institutions that cuts across firms. Indeed, many programmers continue
to participate in collaborations after changing employers. OS firms must
consider this dual loyalty before investing. (Dahlander and Wallin, 2006;
Henkel, 2009; Rolandsson et al., 2011). Similarly, firms’ readiness to invest
in OS business models can depend on whether the project grows out of an
earlier, non-commercial community (Dahlander, 2007). Furthermore, firm
participation has an influence on the the type of governance structure se-
lected (West and O’Mahony, 2008) and the particular license chosen (Koski,
2005). Finally, many scholars argue that OS output is also affected by ex-
pected reciprocal behavior from the OS community (Henkel, 2006b), as well
as by norms, perceived fairness, and other non-economic factors (Osterloh
et al., 2001; Osterloh, 2002).

Taken as a whole, the existing theoretical literature identifies many of
the policy issues that are likely to be encountered where OS and/or CS
firms compete through the sale of bundled complements. This provides a
solid foundation for more general models that policymakers need to evaluate
global interventions like tax policy.

2.4. Government Interventions

Advocates have long argued that more OS would improve welfare. Ratio-
nales include diluting large CS firms’ market power, promoting local content,
boosting exports, creating new platforms for the private sector to build on,
promoting e-government, and strengthening national security. Arguments

13The Llanes et al. models also differ from the current work in other respects. Most
notably, they assume that (a) demand follows a differentiated Hotelling model, (b) the
total number of potential entrants is fixed, and (c) firms can choose the intermediate
option of making some, but not all of their code OS. To the best of our knowledge, none
of these differences produces qualitatively different results from ours. This is reassuring
since it suggests that our insights and conclusions are broader than our specific model.
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for and against these assertions can be found in Comino et al. (2011), Lerner
and Schankerman (2010) and Wong (2004). Similarly, Comino and Manenti
(2005) argue that government intervention may be needed to overcome mar-
ket failure caused by CS firms’ greater ability to teach consumers about
product features and how to use them. Finally, Comino et al. (2011) note
that many OS advocates claim that open products are inherently cheaper,
offer better quality, and lead to faster innovation. If proven, such arguments
would make the case for intervention trivial.14

Even assuming that more OS is desirable, however, the question remains
whether government can do anything to intervene. Early theories of OS—
like the activity itself—focused on non-commercial incentives like altruism,
reputation, and signaling. Since none of these involved financial incentives,
it followed that traditional government levers based on taxation and/or sub-
sidies could do little to influence production (e.g. Schmidt and Schnitzer,
2003; Evans and Reddy, 2003; Lee, 2006). This may explain why scholars
have spent relatively little effort in studying interventions. So far, the most
influential study promoting tax breaks and other pro-OS interventions is
(Ghosh, 2006). However, his empirical work only focuses OS developers and
OS firms without comparing them against their CS counterparts. Still other
scholars have argued that government can intervene by adopting mandates
or preferences that require agencies to purchase OS even in cases where CS
products offer higher quality (Wong, 2004; O’Connor et al., 2005).

Scholarly doubts did not stop politicians from experimenting with pro-
curement preferences, tax breaks, grants, and other pro-OS interventions
(Lerner and Tirole, 2005; CSIS, 2008; Comino et al., 2011). Since the mid-
2000s, however, governments have dramatically broadened their focus. In-
stead of simple OS-promotion schemes, today’s politicians typically advocate
“a search for business models that can profitably blend open and proprietary
processes and products” (CSIS, 2008, see also; Sharpe, 2009; Buono and
Sieverding, 2009). We describe these developments further in Section 6.

The rise of commercial OS collaborations removes the old objection that
government can do nothing to influence OS volunteers. Today’s commercial
OS production is clearly amenable to taxes, subsidies, and other financial

14Lerner and Schankerman (2010) argue intellectual property monopoly overprices CS
so that it is underused. This leads them to the opposite conclusion, i.e. that government
should intervene to increase the supply of CS.
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incentives. At the same time, politicians’ instinct that interventions should
aim for balanced OS/CS ecosystems deserves to be taken seriously. In what
follows, we give content to these ideas by exploring a very general model in
which OS and CS firms compete with one another.

3. A Simple Commercial OS Model

We model private sector decisions to develop OS and CS software as a
two-stage game:

In Stage One, profit-maximizing firms decide how much code to develop
(either as shared OS or private CS).

In Stage Two, the firms produce a complementary product whose perfor-
mance depends on the code. They then sell the bundled products in
markets that include two or more competitors.

Since the stage one and two products are complements, consumers shop for
bundles rather than individual products. We stylize our model so that (a)
while the software and complement determine the quality of the bundle, the
complement’s quality is exogenously given, and (b) firms engage in Cournot
competition, i.e. compete on quantities (for Bertrand, see Appendix A).
This allows us to identify firms’ Stage One decisions with quality and their
Stage Two decisions with quantity. We discuss the impact of different levels
of the complement’s quality in Section 7.

3.1. Stage Two: Decision on Quantity

Each firm chooses whichever level of output qi maximizes its profits πi =
piqi − ci −C, where p is price, q is the number of bundles sold, and C is the
fixed cost of developing the Stage Two product.15 Furthermore, ci denotes
the costs of software development determined in Stage One. We model the
price that consumers are willing to pay for each company’s bundle by the
inverse demand function16

pi = αi − qi − γ
∑
j 6=i

qj (1)

15Without loss of generality, marginal costs in Stage Two are normalized to zero.
16This is derived from a utility function used by Dixit (1979) and Häckner (2000). The

literature also discusses a second type of demand function which leads to similar results,
see Engelhardt (2010).
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The quality of firm i’s bundle is given by αi. The variable γ captures horizon-
tal product differentiation. This can range from cases of perfect substitutes
where γ = 1 (“mobile phones vs. mobile phones”) to γ = 0 scenarios where
products hardly compete at all (“mobile phones vs. software-driven toast-
ers”).

Our inverse demand function is particularly convenient for analyzing
Cournot competition because it leads to equilibria in which prices equal
quantities. Thus Stage Two competition induces each firm to supply the
following quantity of goods:

qi = pi =
αi + γ

(2−γ)
∑

j 6=i (αi − αj)
2 + γ(n− 1)

=
αi + θ

∑
j 6=i (αi − αj)
h

. (2)

Note that (2) has two important features. First, prices and quantities depend
on the difference between the quality of firm i’s bundle αi and the quality of
competing bundles. This term is weighted by θ, which indicates the degree
to which firms engage in Stage One quality competition. We adopt θ = γ

(2−γ)
as a convenient rescaling of our original measure of substitution γ. Second,
pi and qi decline when h = 2 + (n − 1)γ increases. Here h—which depends
on the number of competitors (n−1) weighted by degree of substitution γ—
captures competition without respect to quality differences. For this reason,
h indexes the intensity of Stage Two quantity competition.

3.2. Stage One: Decision on Quality

In Stage One firms decide how much software to produce and thus, im-
plicitly the quality of their Stage Two bundles αi = 1 +Xi, where Xi is the
Stage One software included in the product.17 A higher value of Xi indi-
cates ‘more’ and ‘better’ software that makes the Stage Two bundle more
valuable. On the other hand, no amount of software can increase a bundle’s
utility to infinity. We model this by defining an arbitrary upper limit (the
‘cut-off’) beyond which software production has no further impact on quality,
i.e. αi ∈ [1, ᾱ]. Finally, for the sake of simplicity we stylize software develop-
ment so that ‘more’ and ‘better’ software implies more code, and vice versa.

17A more general formulation would be αi = β+Xi, where β is the quality of the ‘Stage
Two’-product. For the sake of simplicity we have normalized β to one. Values different
from β = 1 do not qualitatively change our results. However, OS becomes more (less)
attractive for higher (lower) β, see Section 7.
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In case of CS is Xi = xcsi and thus αi = 1 + xcsi , In case of OS, however, is
αi = 1 +Xos = 1 + xosi +

∑
xosj .

In line with the literature, we assume that Stage One software devel-
opment can be approximated by a cost function with increasing marginal
costs. This codifies the usual intuition that production encounters dimin-
ishing returns and is also mathematically necessary to suppress infinite code
production. For simplicity we assume that this function is quadratic so that
the cost of software X is given by c = 1

2
φX2. where φ is the slope of an

increasing marginal cost function.
In the case of CS, each firm offers Xi = xcsi and firm i’s costs are therefore

ci(x
cs
i ) = 1

2
φxcsi

2. Similarly, the total cost of OS software is c(Xos) = 1
2
φXos2,

with Xos =
∑
xosi . But since OS permits cost-sharing each firm only bears

the fraction of costs attributable to its own code development xosi . Also,
individual firm costs must sum to total OS code costs, i.e. c(Xos) =

∑
ci.

This yields ci =
xosi
Xos c(X

os) =
xosi
Xos · 1

2
· φXos2 for every OS firm, reflecting

cost-sharing across participating firms (see also Engelhardt, 2010).
The CS and OS cost functions both reflect the conventional computer

science wisdom (“Brooks’ Law”) that software costs scale quadratically with
the number of programmers involved (Brooks, 1982). They are also consistent
with empirical estimates of software costs, although some authors prefer a
linear function (Dolado, 2001). Finally, we assume that firms find OS and
CS code equally costly to write, i.e. that OS production has no inherent cost
advantage over CS except to the extent that it allows members to share.
This assumption seems justified given scholars’ rudimentary knowledge of
the subject (Koch, 2004; Asundi, 2005). However, Appendix B shows how
the model can be extended to the case where OS and CS development have
different cost functions. In this case, a systematic cost-advantage makes OS
more attractive. Despite this, the main results of our model hold except that
OS costs of the form ci = 1

2
φxosi

2 lead to Pure-OS industries. The fact that
these do not occur provides at least weak evidence that real OS and CS cost
functions are comparable.

Next, we analyze Stage One decisions for Pure-CS, Pure-OS, and mixed
OS/CS Industries where OS and CS firms compete.18 In all three cases,

18We assume restricted (‘viral’) licenses that prevent firms from producing mixtures of
OS and CS code in Stage One. Except for very special cases, permitting mixed production
leads to Prisoners’ Dilemma equilibria in which each firm consumes OS code but makes
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software increases the bundled good’s quality and hence increases consumer
demand. This gives firms an incentive to invest in software. Furthermore,
the strength of the incentive depends on marginal sales (increased revenue
per added code line) which in turn depends on each firm’s ability to capture
the social value of its improvements in Stage Two sales (appropriability).
This logic holds regardless of whether Cournot or Bertrand competition is
assumed.

3.2.1. A Pure-CS Industry

Consider first an industry in which all firms practice CS. How much soft-
ware is produced? In general, the answer depends on firms’ strategic in-
teractions, i.e. on how Firm A reacts to Firm B’s decision to produce code.
Solving for the amount of software xcs that maximizes profit πi = piqi−ci−C
leads to the following reaction function:

Rcs
i =

(1 + (n− 1) θ)
(

1− θ
∑

j 6=i x
cs
j

)
1
2
φh2 − (1 + (n− 1) θ)2

, (3)

where θ = γ
2−γ and h = 2 + γ(n− 1). The SOC is φ > 2 (1 + (n− 1) θ)2 h−2.

An industry composed of n identical firms obeying (3) has the following
Nash equilibrium:

xcs∗ =
(1 + (n− 1) θ)

1
2
h2φ− 1− (n− 1) θ

(4)

Here, code development is suppressed by intense quantity competition—
i.e. the presence of the h2 term—which reduces appropriability. Conversely,
quality competition (θ) increases equilibrium output by making the numer-
ator larger and denominator smaller.

Both h and θ depend on the substitutability of the bundles (γ), while
h also depends on the number of competitors (n − 1). The net effect of
increasing n is straightforward: decreased output. However, changes in γ
have a positive impact on both quantity and quality competition. Because
quality and quantity competition exert opposing effects on output the net

no effort to supply it. (Engelhardt, 2010). Most OS collaborations use license terms to
prevent mixed strategies.
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effect is more complicated. Figure 1 plots closed source (xcs) production as
a function of γ.

For low-to-moderate values of γ CS code production is mainly determined
by quantity competition (h), i.e. firms’ ability to extract extra profits when
quality increases (appropriability). This is highest when products have no
substitutes (γ = 0 yields h = hmin = 2) so that each firm can set monopoly
prices unconstrained by competition. Appropriability steadily erodes as sub-
stitutability (γ)—and hence h—increases.

There is also a second effect determined by θ. For larger γ (and hence
larger θ) bundles become closer substitutes, until even small quality differ-
ences lead to strong changes in demand for or against a particular bundle.
This makes quality competition extremely important. Specifically, CS firms
find themselves in a kind of Arms Race where each firm invests in quality to
prevent every other firm from taking its business. This effect finally dom-
inates appropriability for γ > 1/2 ·

(
n − 5 +

√
(n− 2)n+ 9

)
(n− 2)−1, so

that software production in a Pure-CS industry starts to rise again.

Proposition 1. Software output in Pure-CS industries is suppressed by
quantity competition but boosted by quality competition: ∂xcs∗

∂h
< 0, ∂xcs∗

∂θ
> 0.

As result, output falls with increasing γ so that the quality competition effect

dominates for large γ: ∂xcs∗

∂γ
< 0 ∀ γ < n−5+

√
(n−2)n+9

2(n−2) , otherwise ∂xcs∗

∂γ
> 0.

Proof. ∂xcs∗

∂h
< 0, ∂xcs∗

∂θ
> 0 ∀ h > 0, θ ∈ [0, 1] given the SOC is fulfilled.

Next, ∂xcs∗

∂γ

!
= 0 yields γ =

n−5+
√

(n−2)n+9

2(n−2) with ∂2xcs∗

∂γ2
> 0.

3.2.2. A Pure-OS Industry

We now consider a Pure-OS industry. OS introduces two new effects.
First, firms share cost. This means that for any given software output, per-
firm development costs are lower for OS compared to CS. Second, OS firms
share all software (αi = 1+

∑
xos). This means that a firm’s decision to invest

in OS software not only makes its own bundles more attractive but also—
unlike the CS case—strengthens its competitors. Furthermore, the existence
of shared software guarantees that no OS firm can offer better quality than
any other OS firm. This suppression of quality competition implies that
firms in Pure-OS industries always earn higher profits than firms in Pure-CS
industries for a given number of incumbents.
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Figure 1: Software per Bundle in Case of Pure-OS and Pure-CS
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Solving for the amount of OS software xcs that maximizes a firm’s profit
function yields the following reaction function:

Ros
i =

1−
(
1
4
φh2 − 1

)∑
j 6=i x

os
j

1
2
φh2 − 1

. (5)

where h = 2 + γ(n− 1). The SOC is φ > 2h−2.
Crucially—and unlike the Pure-CS case (Eqn. (3))—an OS firm’s decision

to produce software no longer depends on quality competition (θ) from other
firms. It does, however, depend on cost-sharing.

Output decisions by n identical OS firms lead to a Nash equilibrium in
which each firm produces the following amount of software:

xos∗ =
1

1
4
φh2 (1 + n)− n

(6)

This implies that total industry-wide output (Xos = nxos) is

Xos∗ =
n

1
4
φh2 (1 + n)− n

(7)
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except in those cases where OS development would exceed the cut-off by
delivering more code than society can use.19

Proposition 2. Software output in Pure-OS industries is suppressed by
quantity competition: ∂xos∗

∂h
< 0. As result, output falls with γ: ∂xos∗

∂γ
< 0.

Proof. ∂xos∗

∂h
< 0, ∂xos∗

∂γ
< 0 ∀ h > 0, γ ∈ [0, 1] given the SOC and the

no-cut-off condition (h2 · φ · (n+1)
n

> 4, see footnote 19) are fulfilled.

We call the intuition behind Proposition 2 the quality-cartel effect. We
have seen that quality competition among CS firms at high γ leads to Arms
Races in which firms continue to write software until rising marginal costs
completely erase the profits from increased demand. OS firms, on the other
hand, do not compete on quality and face no Arms Race. This suppresses
code output to levels slightly lower than those that an explicit industry-wide
quality cartel would set to maximize joint profits.20

We now compare software output in Pure-OS with Pure-CS industries.

Proposition 3. Modest quantity competition implies high appropriability and
thus Xos∗ > xcs∗ for Pure-OS and -CS industries having the same n. Since
OS firms do not compete on quality (the ‘quality-cartel effect’), Pure-OS in-

dustries offer less software per bundle than Pure-CS industries for θ > (4−h)
(2+h)

,

i.e. γ > 2
(n+2)

.

Proof. Xos∗ !
= xcs∗ yields θ = (4−h)

(2+h)
, with Xos∗ > xcs∗ for θ > (4−h)

(2+h)
.

Proposition 3 expresses the fundamental difference between the Pure-OS
and Pure-CS models:

� Quantity Competition and Cost-Sharing. As in the Pure-CS case, the
amount of software produced in Pure-OS industries depends negatively
on quantity competition (h = 2 + (n − 1)γ) and is greatest at low γ
where appropriability is high, see Figure 1. Now, however, there is a
second effect. Because of shared development costs, Pure-OS industries

19This formally occurs where h2 · φ · (n+1)
n < 4. In practice, this condition only occurs

under relatively special parameters (Engelhardt, 2010) and we ignore it in what follows.
20The difference stems from the fact that OS development is non-cooperative whereas

a formal quality-cartel would be cooperative, see Appendix C.
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are able to offer more software per bundle than Pure-CS industries as
long as γ < 2

(n+2)
.

� Quantity vs. Quality Competition. We have seen that quality compe-
tition gradually replaces quantity competition as the most important
factor in determining CS output at high θ. Pure-OS industries, how-
ever, are able to suppress quality competition through code-sharing
(quality-cartel effect). This explains why Pure-CS industries deliver

more software than Pure-OS industries for θ > (4−h)
(2+h)

or, equivalently,

γ > 2
(n+2)

, see Figure 1.

The balance between quantity competition and cost-sharing is consistent
with Llanes and de Elejalde (2009) and Henkel (2006a)’s findings that OS
business models are most profitable where quantity competition is low so
that cost-sharing dominates. However, these earlier analyses do not consider
the quality cartel effect in Pure-OS industries. This systematically reduces
the amount of OS output that would otherwise be expected from a simple
balance of appropriability and cost-sharing.

3.2.3. A Mixed OS/CS Industry

Finally, consider the case where both OS and CS firms exist. Solving
for the strategic interaction within each group of firms (the SOCs are φ >
2 (1 + (n− 1) θ)2 h−2 and φ > 2 (1 + rθ)2 h−2) yields equation (8), and (9)
respectively

xcs =
(1 + (n− 1) θ) (1− z2θxos)

1
2
h2φ− (1 + (n− 1) θ) (1 + zθ)

(8)

xos =
(1 + rθ) (1− θrxcs)

1
4
φh2 (1 + z)− z (1 + rθ)2

(9)

where z is the number of OS firms and r is the number of CS firms so that
n = r + z. Now, however, CS and OS firms react to each other. The overall
Nash-equilibrium is thus a simultaneous solution of these two functions. As
before, we exclude cases where OS would exceed the cut-off by delivering
more code than society can use.21

21Formally, we restrict our analysis to φ > 4 · z
(z+1) ·

(1+rθ)2

h2 , see Engelhardt (2010).
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Proposition 4. In a mixed industry with n firms, Xos∗ = z · xos∗ has an
inverse U-shape over ω = z

n
, since each OS firm c.p. provides more (less)

code the lower (higher) the proportion of OS firms in the market: dxos∗

dω
< 0.

Proof. Xos∗ = z · xos∗. dxos

dω
< 0 given the SOC and the no-cut-off condition

(see footnote 21) are fulfilled. Obviously, ∂z
∂ω

= n > 0

Proposition 4 has the following background:
As before, each CS firm competes on quality against its competitors. The

situation is different for OS firms. While OS firms still do not compete on
quality among themselves, the presence of CS firms prevents OS firms from
cartelizing around a low level of quality. Instead, OS firms must compete on
quality against CS firms. This makes the ability to share costs more valuable
to OS firms and increases OS output.

Because of these interactions, the detailed behavior of a mixed OS/CS
industry depends on the ratio of OS to CS firms ω = z

n
, see Figure 2. Where

OS firms are a small minority, they face strong quality competition from CS
firms. This encourages them to use their cost-sharing advantage to produce
large amounts of OS software. For low ω, increased opportunities for cost

Figure 2: Software per Bundle in a Mixed Market
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sharing (more OS firms) continue to dominate diminished quality competi-
tion until Xos peaks. Thereafter, the increasing OS cartel effect (dx

os∗

dω
< 0)

dominates so that total OS code production falls. For large ω the OS quality-
cartel is so strong that OS firms produce very little code.

Because CS firms do not share costs, they cannot match the maximum
potential software output that OS firms can achieve. As long as OS produc-
tion is high, therefore, CS firms will specialize in selling low-quality bundles
at a low price. The situation is reversed as OS productions declines. As a
result, CS firms replace OS firms as the industry’s high-quality, high-priced
providers above a certain threshold of ω.

4. Welfare Implications

We now know how much software a Pure-OS, Pure-CS, or Mixed-OS/CS
industry produces. This allows us to calculate firm profits and consumer
utility, which in turn enables us to analyze welfare. More specifically, pro-
ducer surplus is given by total industry profits, and consumer surplus for
differentiated oligopolies is given by 1

2
[(1− γ)

∑
qi + γ(

∑
qi)

2] (see Hsu and
Wang, 2005). This yields the following general welfare function:

W =
1

2

[
(1− γ)

∑
qi + γ

(∑
qi

)2]
+
∑

πi (10)

4.1. Pure-OS vs. Pure-CS

We begin by comparing welfare under a Pure-OS regime against the Pure-
CS case. The prices and quantities of Pure-OS and Pure-CS are given by
q = p = (1+nxos∗)

h
and q = p = (1+xcs∗)

h
respectively. The difference in welfare

between a Pure-OS and a Pure-CS world (∆Wn = W os
n −W cs

n ) is given by

∆Wn =
n

2

(1 + h)
(1 + nxos∗)2 − (1 + xcs∗)2

h2︸ ︷︷ ︸
quality difference

−φ
(
nxos∗2 − xcs∗2

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
cost difference

 . (11)

The welfare difference consists of two components. The first is the quality
difference and the second is the cost difference between Pure-OS and Pure-
CS. (For a further description of our welfare functions see Appendix D) For
γ = 2

(2+n)
, Pure-OS and Pure-CS systems produce the same amounts of code

(Xos = xcs, Proposition 3, see Figure 1) so that the quality difference is zero.
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Here, the remaining cost difference term makes OS welfare superior. This is
because OS firms can share code whereas each CS firm must create its own
code base de novo. This wasteful duplication of effort is variously described
as “business stealing” and “me-too products” in the literature (Henkel and
Hippel, 2005).

Obviously, Pure-OS retains its cost advantage for any γ > 2
(2+n)

(i.e. for

all Xos < xcs). But for γ < 2
(2+n)

Pure-OS industries produce more code

than Pure-CS (Proposition 3, see Figure 1) and therefore incur higher costs.
Despite this, cost sharing still makes OS cost superior in many cases:

Proposition 5. For φ > n
n+1

√
n+1√
n

any Pure-OS industry has a cost advan-
tage over Pure-CS.

Proof. If Pure-OS has a cost advantage at γ = 0 then this is also true for
all other γ since Xos − xcs is maximized at γ = 0. Substituting γ = 0 in (4)
and (7), applying the results to (11) and setting this equal to zero yields the

boundary φ = n
n+1

√
n+1√
n

.

Proposition 5 leads to the following statement:

Proposition 6. For φ > n
n+1

√
n+1√
n

and γ < 2
(2+n)

, any Pure-OS industry is
welfare superior to Pure-CS.

Proof. γ < 2
(2+n)

implies Xos > xcs and therefore that Pure-OS has a quality

advantage; φ > n
n+1

√
n+1√
n

implies a cost advantage.

Furthermore, the SOCs and no-cut-off boundary guarantee that φ <
n
n+1

√
n+1√
n

is only relevant where n is small. Numerical calculations of these
cases show that the cost effect is never large enough to overcome the Pure-OS
case’s quality and cost-sharing advantages. For this reason, Pure-OS indus-
tries remain preferable to Pure-CS industries in our model for all γ < 2

(2+n)
.

Significantly, this statement does not depend on φ and therefore holds regard-
less of detailed assumptions about how quickly the marginal cost of software
production increases.

For γ > 2
(2+n)

Pure-OS industries always cause fewer costs. But since
Xos < xcs Pure-CS delivers higher quality. At first, OS’s welfare-superiority
erodes with increasing γ, until for moderate large γ CS’s quality advantage
dominates the cost advantage of shared OS production so that CS also de-
livers superior welfare. Finally, we have seen that code output in Pure-CS
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industries increases sharply for very intense quality competition (high θ).
This can produce such large cost increases that a Pure-OS industry is once
again welfare-superior.

Figure 3 summarizes these results.22 Note in particular that OS is welfare-
dominant in highly concentrated industries (low values of n), limited substi-
tutability (low values of γ), and situations where both n and γ are moderate,
hence where h = 2 + (n − 1)γ is small. Furthermore, OS is also welfare-
dominant for γ close to one.

Proposition 7. Pure-OS industries are welfare superior to Pure-CS indus-
tries for (a) low quantity competition (high appropriability), and (b) very
intense quality competition.

Proof. The proposition was confirmed by numerical calculations for different
values of φ, taking into account the SOCs and no-cut-off condition, see also
Appendix E.

4.2. Mixed OS/CS-Industries

We now extend our welfare analysis to include arbitrary mixes of OS and
CS firms where the proportion of OS firms is given by ω = z/n. We use (10)
to calculate welfare for each pair (ω, γ), and compare this against our results
for Pure-OS and Pure-CS industries. (For details on the welfare function see
Appendix D). Figure 4 depicts typical results.23 Figure 4 depicts when a
Pure-CS, a Pure-OS or a mixed state is welfare-superior. While the figure
contains the typical cases, in small n markets, some regions can disappear,
see Appendix F.

In some cases, pure states offer higher welfare than mixed ones. This is
reflected in the two smallest regions of the graph which are, in effect, much-
shrunken versions of the Pure-OS and Pure-CS states depicted in Figure 3.
First, consider the high ω region where OS firms greatly outnumber CS firms.
Here, Pure-CS states are welfare-superior to mixed states for the same reasons
that they dominate Pure-OS states. Second, Pure-OS is welfare-superior to
mixed states in low ω/low γ cases where CS firms greatly outnumber OS

22The figure is based on φ = 2, but results do not change significantly for values different
than φ = 2, see Appendix E.

23This is based on the example of n = 100 firms and φ = 2. We have confirmed by
careful variations that this is a useful, typical example, see also Appendix G.
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Figure 3: Welfare Superiority of Pure-OS vs. Pure-CS
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firms and products have low substitutability. Here, OS firms can recover
their investments even without intellectual property protection. As a result,
cost-sharing dominates the welfare analysis so that Pure-OS states become
superior.

The largest region consists of mixed states that are welfare-superior to the
corresponding Pure-OS and Pure-CS states. Moreover, such welfare superior
mixed states exist for all values of γ > 0.24

Proposition 8. For any given γ > 0 there exists a mixed state with 0 < ω <
1 that is welfare superior to the corresponding Pure-CS and Pure-OS state.

Proof. The proposition was confirmed with multiple numerical calculations
for values of φ ranging between 1 and 20, and n ranging between 4 and
1, 000, 000, taking into account the SOCs and no-cut-off condition. See also
Appendix F and Appendix G.

Welfare differs within the mixed regions. While producer surplus increase

24There is also a region where only pure states are possible. For details on the conditions
and the property of corner solutions see Engelhardt (2010).
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Figure 4: Welfare-Comparison of Pure vs. Mixed Cases
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in ω and reaches its maximum at ω = 1, consumer surplus has an inverse U-
shape. The shape of consumer surplus is driven by the quality of the bundles
available in the market and mainly shaped by the inverse U-shape of Xos over
ω = z

n
in mixed markets (see Proposition 4 and Figure 2). Consumer surplus

is maximized by mixing a few high-quality, high-priced OS-bundles with
many low-quality, low-priced CS-bundles. Thus, total welfare is maximized
when OS firms select high output levels in response to quality competition
from a relatively large number of CS firms. We will come back to this in the
following section.
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5. Free Entry Market Equilibrium and Welfare

We now know when Pure-OS, Pure-CS or Mixed OS/CS provide the most
welfare. Here, we explore the extent to which markets with free entry ac-
tually deliver these outcomes. Except for Baake and Wichmann (2004) and
Schmidtke (2006), previous contributions start from the assumption that in-
dustry size is fixed (e.g. Casadesus-Masanell and Llanes, 2011; Llanes and
de Elejalde, 2009; Henkel, 2006a). Absent compelling empirical evidence,
however, ignoring entry seems artificial. Furthermore, the proportion of OS
firms (ω = z

n
) and welfare implications of these models depend on initial as-

sumptions about the number of firms. Leaving industry size a free parameter
limits their predictive power.

We allow for free entry and insert a new Stage Zero into our model. Firms
in Stage Zero decide whether or not to enter and, if so, whether to enter as CS
or OS firms. This decision is followed by Stages One and Two as before and
the extended game is solved by backward induction. Since we have already
solved Stages One and Two, this section focuses on Stage Zero.

5.1. Stable Proportion of OS Firms in a Mixed OS/CS Industry

In order to be stable against entry or exit, a mix of CS and OS firms must
satisfy the following conditions: (a) incumbent OS firms earn profit ≥ 0, (b)
incumbent CS firms earn profit ≥ 0, and (c) would-be additional OS and
CS firms cannot earn profit ≥ 0 by entering the market. For large n this
converges to the condition25

πos = pos · qos − cosi − C = πcs = pcs · qcs − ccsi − C = 0.

Significantly, the derived necessary condition pos · qos− cos = pcs · qcs− ccs
depends solely on γ, ω, n and φ. This allows us to calculate the stable
proportion of OS firms ω∗(γ, φ, n). Figure 5 depicts the stable proportion
of OS firms as a function of γ, parameterized by certain φ and n: ω∗(γ).
(Appendix G plots for different combinations of n and φ.) Figure 5 also
shows the two areas where Pure states are welfare superior. The reader
can confirm by inspection that ω∗(γ) always provides more welfare than the
corresponding Pure cases. This result holds in general:

25The situation for small n is conceptually similar. Since the number of CS and OS
firms is an integer, the calculated zero-profit ω can fall between two realizable values so
that two no-entry values exist. This makes the analysis more complicated but does not
change our general conclusions.
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Proposition 9. Assumed free entry and exit, any ω∗(γ, φ, n) is welfare su-
perior to the corresponding Pure-CS and Pure-OS state.

Proof. The proposition was confirmed by multiple numerical calculations
for values of φ ranging between 1 and 20, and n ranging between 10 and
1, 000, 000, taking into account the SOCs and no-cut-off condition.

Figure 5: Entry-Resistant Proportion of OS Firms
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Furthermore, ∂ω
∗

∂γ
< 0, i.e. the proportion of OS firms declines in industries

where Stage Two products are close substitutes so that competition is high
(see Figure 5). In any ω∗ OS firms offer lower quality than CS firms, while
each CS firm sells more bundles—i.e., has a larger individual market share—
than any OS firm, see also Section 7.

We now calculate the welfare-optimal mix of OS and CS firms. Solving
∂W
∂γ

= 0 for ω (taking into account that xos, xcs ≥ 0 and πos, πcs = 0) yields
the welfare optimal proportion of OS firms denoted by ω̂. Figure 6 shows
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that the entry-stable proportion ω? (solid line) requires far more OS firms
than the number needed to optimize welfare (dash-dotted line). This result
is robust for a wide range of φ and n, see Appendix G.

Figure 6: Mixed Industry: Welfare Optimality vs. Stable Proportion
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Proposition 10. Compared to the welfare optimal proportion ω̂, there are
too many OS firms in the mixed market equilibrium: ω̂ > ω∗.

Proof. The proposition was confirmed by multiple numerical calculations
for values of φ ranging between 1 and 20, and n ranging between 10 and
1, 000, 000, taking into account the SOCs and no-cut-off condition. See also
Appendix G.

The intuition behind this is the following. We saw in the previous section
that welfare is maximized at low ω where OS firms select a high quality in
order to meet strong quality competition by a large number of CS firms (p.
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27). However, this situation is not stable against further entry since code-
sharing and the quality-cartel advantage makes incumbent OS firms more
profitable than incumbent CS firms. This induces further OS entry until the
situation stabilizes at ω∗ so that OS firms offer lower quality than their CS
rivals. The mismatch between the OS firm proportion in equilibrium (ω) and
the desired welfare-optimizing ω̂ is a central result of this article and poses
an important challenge to policymakers.

5.2. Lock In Pure States

We have seen that any entry-stable mixed market is welfare superior to
the corresponding Pure-CS and Pure-OS state (Proposition 8). Suppose,
though, that a particular industry starts off in a Pure OS- or CS-state. In
this case, welfare improvements are bounded unless industry can transition to
the mixed state. We therefore explore whether industries can become locked
in against such transitions. For this purpose we allow for sequential choice
in Stage Zero. The incumbents (first-mover) enter first and choose between
OS and CS in Stage Zero. Next, Stage Zero’s second-mover (entrants) decide
whether or not to enter and, if so, whether to enter as OS or CS firms.

Pure OS Lock In. Assume that incumbents’ profits in a Pure-OS industry
are zero so that further OS entry is impossible. Then one can calculate
whether a CS entrant would earn a non-negative profit. Figure 7 shows that
industries can be locked into a Pure-OS state where substitutability and/or
the number of OS incumbents is small.

Pure CS Lock In. Consider now a Pure-CS industry in which incumbents’
profits are zero. As before, we assume that the Pure-CS case is unstable if
OS firms can earn a non-negative profit by entering. Since OS only confers
economic benefits when firms can share costs, however, at least two OS firms
must enter the market to gain any advantage. We therefore consider the
case where two OS companies are willing to enter the market, and would
earn non-negative profits if both did so (for details see Appendix H). Figure
8 shows that while the Pure-CS state is unstable for most parameters, it
is stable for (a) the concentrated, low n industries, most characteristic of
Silicon Valley, and (b) industries whose products that are close substitutes.

Strategic CS Adoption by Incumbents. We now turn to the incumbents’ deci-
sion in Stage Zero. The preceding analyses have shown that industries can be
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Figure 7: OS Lock-In
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locked into Pure states where no further entry occurs. This can give incum-
bents a strategic reason to choose CS over OS in Stage Zero. Incumbents will
strategically choose CS over OS whenever doing so will (a) block OS entrants,
(b) block additional CS entrants, and (c) produce greater profits than incum-
bents would earn by choosing OS.26 It can be shown that there are indeed
constellations of parameters where incumbents can deliberately choose CS
over OS in order to lock in a Pure-CS industry and secure positive oligopoly
profits.

Proposition 11. There exist cases where pure industries become “locked in”
such that CS firms are unable to profitably enter Pure-OS industries and
OS firms are unable to enter Pure-CS industries. There exist cases where
first-mover incumbents strategically adopt CS in order to lock in a Pure-CS
market where they receive positive oligopoly profits.

Proof. 1.) For Pure-OS, the zero profit condition for the z OS incumbents,
πos
n=z = 0, yields Stage Two costs Cn=z = posqos − cosi . CS entry only occurs

if the entrant’s profits πcs
n=z+1 = pcsqcs − ccs − Cn=z are greater than zero.

Hence πcs
n=z+1 = 0 yields the boundary for CS entry. Setting for example

φ = 2 proves the existence of lock ins as depicted in Figure 7.
2.) For Pure-CS, the zero profit condition for the r CS incumbents,

πcs
n=r = 0, yields the corresponding Stage Two costs Cn=r = pcsqcs − ccs. OS-

entry occurs only if each entrant’s profits πos
n=r+2 = posqos − cos − Cn=r are

greater than zero. Solving πos
n=r+2 = 0 for γ yields the boundary for OS entry.

Setting φ = 2 delivers a result as depicted in Figure 8. Higher φ yield larger
low n/γ lock in region, while the high γ lock in region shrinks.

Proposition 12. There exist cases where first-mover incumbents strategi-
cally adopt CS in order to lock in a Pure-CS market where they receive pos-
itive oligopoly profits.

Proof. This statement was proofed by setting φ = 2 and then numerically
finding cases. For example n = 4, γ = 0.3, C = 0.1055 yields the above
stated result.

26Profits are clearly higher for any given number of firms in Pure-OS markets compared
to Pure-CS markets. However, this invites further entry by OS or CS firms and can drive
profits below the Pure-CS case.
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6. Government Intervention

In recent years governments have begun experimenting with various pro-
OS measures including procurement preferences, tax breaks, and grants (Lerner
and Tirole, 2005; CSIS, 2008). So far, the most ambitious real world examples
seem to be found in Singapore (tax breaks for commercial Linux adopters),
Hong Kong (subsidies for firms that use or adopt OS) and Israel (grants
to start-up companies that develop and use OS) (CSIS, 2008). This sec-
tion compares the most common actual and proposed pro-OS government
interventions with our model. The resulting insights must, of course, be
handled with care. Real policy decisions inevitably address complex and
poorly-known fact patterns that no reasonable theory can capture. Even so,
policy interventions should be based on clear, articulable rationales. Policies
that deliberately depart from theory should bear a special burden of proof.

6.1. Tax Policy

Tax/subsidy interventions are readily analyzed in our model. To begin
with, we have seen that the proportion of OS firms in Mixed-OS/CS indus-
tries is higher than welfare-optimization requires. This result immediately
suggests that giving OS firms tax breaks will be counterproductive. We
therefore consider the opposite scheme where government imposes a fixed,
lump-sum tax on OS firms and uses the proceeds to give lump-sum tax breaks
or subsidies to CS firms. Detailed calculation shows that these interventions
do indeed reduce the equilibrium ω in our model. Figure 9 presents a stylized
illustration of this process. Optimal taxation adjusts the market outcome so
that it delivers the desired, welfare-optimal mix of OS and CS firms. Further-
more, our hypothetical revenue transfer is accomplished through lump-sum
taxes and payments. This leaves firms’ optimal decision, and hence both the
desired OS firm proportion and its expected welfare, the same as they were
before.

There are, of course, practical objections to such a transfer. Most ob-
viously, governments are not able to estimate the welfare optimal OS firm
Proportion ω̂ and/or the required tax rates with any degree of precision. For
this reason, any ambitious transfer scheme runs the risk of over-taxing OS
firms and over-subsidizing their CS competitors. Even so, our objections to
pro-OS fiscal measures stand. At a minimum, proponents should bear the
burden of explaining why quality competition and de facto cartel effects can
be safely ignored.
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Figure 9: Lump-Sum Tax on OS Firms and Tax-Breaks for CS Firms
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Policy Implication 1. There is no theoretical support for tax breaks for OS
firms. The first-best solution in the model is to tax OS firms and grant tax
breaks to CS firms.

6.2. Government “Provision” of OS Software

Many countries have established institutes, collaborations, grants, and
partnerships to fund OS software development.27 Additionally, government
research grants often require academia and industry to prepare detailed dis-
semination plans when software is produced. OS is by far the easiest way to
meet these obligations.28 In principle government could also pay contractors
directly to write OS code. All these measures would produce more OS than
the market would otherwise supply. But do they improve welfare?

27Examples include China, Finland, Japan, South Korea, France, India, Slovakia, Spain,
Thailand, Venezuela, and Vietnam. (CSIS, 2008).

28More formally, the United Kingdom has adopted a “default position” that government-
funded software should be released under OS licenses.
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The analysis is simplest for pure-CS markets where incumbents can oth-
erwise block the entry of OS firms. Here, government-supplied OS reduces
entry costs so that OS firms can overcome lock in.

The case for government provision of OS in mixed industries is more am-
biguous because it has two implications. The first effect deals with firms’
incentives to develop and to use OS code. Government-supported OS si-
multaneously (a) makes OS firms more profitable so that ω∗ increases, and
(b) crowds out OS firms’ incentives to invest so that the welfare-optimal
ω̂ falls. The net result is to make the already-large mismatch between the
actual and desired mix of firms even worse. Indeed, very large government
OS investments can drive CS firms out of the market entirely. The second
effect of government-provided OS code deals with the cost-sharing benefit of
OS. Suppose that government only cares about achieving the correct level
of production whether or not private firms are involved.29 Then the new,
government-supplied code writers can be thought of as an additional OS firm
that chooses output based on government fiat instead of profit-maximization.
This lets policymakers select any desired level of quality while still obtaining
significant code production from private OS firms.30 Once again, however,
government may not be able to estimate how much OS software to fund with
any degree of precision.

Policy Implication 2. Government-provided OS widens the gap between the
welfare optimal and the stable proportion of OS firm and crowds out private
OS investment. Since OS avoids duplication of costs and the crowding out is
only partial, government provision can increase total OS and improve welfare.

6.3. Government Procurement Preferences

Governments purchase large amounts of software. These purchases can
potentially be used to promote OS over CS and vice versa. At least sixteen
countries have considered mandatory polices that would require government
agencies and/or state-owned companies to purchase OS solutions whenever
possible.31 Softer versions of these proposals speak of “preferences” for OS

29The argument is most easily seen where government contractors have the same cost
structure as private OS firms. This very debatable assumption is not essential.

30Llanes and de Elejalde (2009) similarly predict that government investment in OS
increases the amount of OS software while encouraging more OS firms to enter the market.

31Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, Colombia, Israel, Italy, Netherlands,
Ukraine, Finland, Portugal, Peru, and Venezuela.
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when its performance is comparable to CS. To date, at least ten national
governments have adopted some version of these proposals32 along with many
state and local governments (CSIS, 2008). High government adoption rates
for OS in France and other countries suggest that unofficial preferences are
also important.

Once again, the analysis is simplest for Pure-CS industries that would
not otherwise evolve into welfare-improving Mixed states. Here, procurement
preferences (and even requirements) can be a powerful tool for promoting OS
entry that would not otherwise occur.

Analyzing the impact of procurement preferences on mixed industries is
more subtle. Assume for the sake of definiteness that government ordinarily
procures D bundles. In the benchmark (zero preferences) case government
simply expands market demand and thus purchases one bundle from each
firm so that each firm’s demand is shifted by d = D

n
. By comparison, adding

government OS preferences means that each OS firm sees an extra demand of
d = D

z
while each CS firm sees d = 0. This, however, increases the proportion

of OS firms in equilibrium and widens the gap between actual and desired ω.
However, unlike the case of government-provided OS, government now fails
to add any new resources. This implies that the new ω?′ offers less welfare
than the ω? in our benchmark case. Conversely, pro-CS preferences33 yield
the opposite result and increase welfare.

Policy Implication 3. Government procurement preferences for OS soft-
ware increase the gap between the welfare optimal (ω̂) and the stable propor-
tion ω∗ and reduce total welfare.

7. Testing the Model

We have presented a model which can be used wherever firms fund OS to
improve the quality of bundled goods, services, and software. This generic
quality is deliberate. Most proposed OS interventions (e.g. tax policy) re-
quire global rules. These can only be justified based on insights that cut
across individual cases.

32Australia, Belgium, Brazil, China, Malaysia, the Netherlands, Peru, South Africa,
Spain, and Venezuela. Conversely, the UK, Canada, Germany and Slovenia choose between
OS and CS solely on technical merits.

33We assume that CS firms receive extra demand d = D
r and OS firms have d = 0.
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The only real question, then, is how well our model approximates reality.
This section identifies eight empirical questions that can be used to test the
model. For now, the literature is still in its infancy. We can, however, com-
pare the model against the handful of studies that already exist along with
less formal sources. While obviously preliminary, the results are encouraging.

Test 1: The Complements Assumption. Our model assumes that commer-
cial firms pay programmers to write OS software which is later bundled with
complementary goods and services. This hypothesis can be tested by tracing
code deposits back through individual programmers to the firms that employ
them. To date, we have located just one suitable database. The IBM-led
Eclipse project, characterized as “the most vibrant” commercial OS project
(West and Gallagher, 2006). builds so-called Integrated Development Envi-
ronments (“IDEs”) that are used to automate software production. Despite
significant gaps in Eclipse’s records, we have been able to trace roughly ninety
percent of all deposits back to identifiable corporate sponsors. Strikingly, all
of these firms produce complements whose quality depends on Eclipse soft-
ware. These include proprietary software products that “plug into” Eclipse,
consulting services for Eclipse users, Eclipse-based software for managing
large data problems (e.g. train schedules), and custom programming ser-
vices developed using Eclipse tools (Maurer, 2012).34 We do not, of course,
claim that our complements model applies to every commercial OS project
without exception. As noted in Section 2.2, the limited available evidence
suggests that counterexamples account for relatively little economic activity.

Test 2: Average Firm Size (Pt. 1). The model predicts that OS firms in
mixed OS/CS industries will be smaller—i.e., possess less market share per
firm—than their CS rivals (Engelhardt, 2010, see also Section 5.1). A rigor-
ous test will require market share estimates across a representative sample
of OS/CS markets. In the meantime, the academic survey literature is sug-
gestive. For example, Harison and Koski (2010)’s survey of Finnish software
firms finds that OS firms systematically report smaller turnover than CS

34Data for other high-profile OS collaborations, though less complete, is similarly sug-
gestive. For example, the Google-led Open Handset Alliance creates operating system for
mobile devices like cell phones. While there seems to be no public record of code deposits,
we do know the names of the project’s 83 corporate sponsors. Once again, they consist
entirely of firms that manufacture cell phones, microchips, telecom software and other
complements.
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firms. Similarly, Fritsch and von Engelhardt (2010) find that German OS
ICT firms report less start-up capital and staff than their CS counterparts.

Test 3: Average Firm Size (Pt.2). Our model predicts that the size gap
between OS and CS firms will be largest where OS collaboration members
produce close substitutes. As with Test 2, researchers can test this model by
compiling detailed market share data.

Test 4: OS Market Share (Pt. 1). Our model predicts that commercial OS
collaborations will produce more software and enjoy more market share where
each member serves a different niche market. Testing this prediction will re-
quire econometric cross-elasticity studies. In the meantime, we note that
Harison and Koski (2010) find that Finnish OS firms offer more diverse ser-
vices than their CS counterparts. This pattern is commonly found in indus-
tries where firms specialize in finding and serving niche markets. Detailed
case studies would go some distance to confirming this conjecture.

Test 5: OS Market Share (Pt. 2). Throughout this paper we have fixed the
quality of the complement. A more general version allows for different val-
ues (see Footnote 17 and Engelhardt, 2010). This model predicts that OS
products should have more market share when the bundle’s overall quality
depends sensitively on the complementary product. One natural test would
be to compare data for different types of software-driven hardware. In the
meantime, it is instructive to compare the reported market shares for desk-
top operating systems, embedded Linux, and IDE software. In the desktop
case, the power of modern computer chips is almost never a limiting fac-
tor. For this reason, we expect quality differences to depend almost entirely
on software. This helps explain why open desktop software serves just one
percent of the market (NetApplications 2012). Significantly, Linux’s mar-
ket share is larger for enterprise desktop where OS firms sell consulting and
technical support. At the other extreme, the value of IDEs depends sensi-
tively on programmer skill. This helps explain why IDEs currently enjoy a
97% market share (ZeroTurnaround, 2010). Finally, manufactured objects
(e.g. refrigerators, airplanes) derive quality both from physical design and
software. As expected, OS products account for roughly half of this market
(Linux Devices.com, 2007).

Test 6: OS Market Share (Pt. 3). Our model predicts that ω and hence
OS market share is greater where the marginal cost of software production
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is steeply increasing (see Appendix G). In principle, this can be tested
by comparing OS against cost data for distinct project types, for example
operating systems vs. database software. For now, however, attempts to
estimate OS cost are still in their infancy (Dolado, 2001; Asundi, 2005; Koch,
2004).

Test 7: OS Quality. Our model predicts that OS firms will usually offer lower
quality bundles than their CS competitors. However, existing measures of
software quality are complex, controversial, and sometimes indeterminate.
The question may be easier to research for software-driven consumer goods.
Automakers’ increasing use of open source software suggests a promising test
case (BearingPoint, 2012).

Test 8: Interaction With Other OS Communities. In cases where non-com-
mercial communities provide large amount of OS code, the model predicts
increases in both (a) the total number of OS firms, and (b) the market share
of products that contain OS software. In principle, the effect should be vis-
ible in projects where the fraction of non-commercial donors changes over
time. As we have seen, however, such donors are hard to identify; further-
more, their participation will often be correlated with other secular changes
over the life of the project. For this reason, researchers may find it simpler
to study what happens when large non-commercial entities (e.g. computer
science departments, national labs) enter or leave a particular project.

8. Discussion

We have presented a general model that allows us to compare equilibrium
OS:CS firm ratios against the target ratios that would be needed to maximize
welfare. This section explores the extent to which extended models would
qualitatively change our results.

8.1. Basic Analysis

Our model OS output reflects a delicate balance between (a) lower per-
firm costs through shared development, (b) reduced appropriability and hence
smaller investment incentives in case of strong quantity competition, and (c)
a cartel effect that suppresses quality competition among OS firms. The first
two effects are fairly straightforward and have previously been noted in, for
example, Llanes and de Elejalde (2009), and Henkel (2006a).
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To the best of our knowledge, however, our third (“quality-cartel”) factor
has never been noticed before. This is puzzling because Llanes and de Ele-
jalde (2009)’s model is somewhat similar to ours. We conjecture that quality
cartels do not appear in their model because they require firms to set quality
and prices in a single, simultaneous decision. Introducing a single simultane-
ous decision similarly suppresses quality competition (and therefore quality-
cartel effects) in our model.35 We therefore expect a similar “quality-cartel”
effect to appear in an extended Llanes and de Elejalde model—and, indeed,
most generic models that require firms to make their quality and price deci-
sions sequentially. Such models are also more realistic given the lags between
firms’ software development plans and pricing/output decisions.

8.2. Technology Assumptions

The quality of our bundles is determined by a single technology (software)
which is (a) indivisible, (b) can be developed jointly, (c) can be shared, and
(d) confers an identical quality “boost” on every product. In principle, all of
these assumptions can be relaxed.

Our first assumption that all quality comes from a single indivisible tech-
nology (“software”) is more general than it looks since “software” can trivially
be relabeled (a) to include other technologies (e.g. hardware) and (b) to ex-
clude any technology (including software) that is only usable by the author.
Assuming that software is indivisible, however, does exclude situations where
quality depends on two or more separate and distinct technologies. One nat-
ural speculation is to ask what happens when firms can also invest in a second
technology whose benefits are primarily limited to their own Stage Two prod-
uct. Intuitively, we would expect this additional quality investment to drain
resources from Stage One R&D leading to fewer OS firms, less cost-sharing,
and less development of shared software. This is more or less what happens
when Llanes and de Elejalde (2009) allow firms in their model to invest in
a second technology focused narrowly on their products. The existence of
a second, severable technology also facilitates strategic behaviors in which
firms keep at least one technology closed as a barrier to entry (Schmidtke,
2006).

35We analyzed a one-stage version of our model where firms choose the profit-maximizing
(price, quality) pair. In the Pure-CS case quality competition is so weak that output
continues to decline even at high γ. In the Pure-OS case, our results approximate the
results for a formal OS quality-cartel described in Appendix C
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Relaxing the second assumption that firms can develop code jointly is
strongly model-dependent and should probably await convincing evidence
that such failings actually exist. In the meantime, we note that Henkel
(2006a) has explored a model in which joint development is impractical at
the level of individual OS modules so that each project is effectively controlled
by one (and only one) company. Henkel argues that firms self-select toward
developing whichever modules they value most and that this biases total OS
investment upward. More generally, one can also imagine models in which
OS joint development is possible but inefficient or imperfectly monitored.
This could happen, for example, if participants adopted mixed strategies
that encouraged them to strategically withhold effort from the collaboration
in hopes that some other member would do the work (Johnson, 2002)

The third assumption that firms can share OS might be relaxed if, for ex-
ample, substantial ”tacit knowledge” was needed to use completed software.
We have explored this scenario by adding a “spillover parameter” σ ∈]0, 1],
such that αi = 1+xosi +σXos

−i. We find that our OS results gradually converge
to CS where spillovers are small.

Finally, completed software may not boost all firms’ products quality
equally. Naively, we would expect the presence of firms that gain relatively
little from OS to produce free-rider effects. Relatedly, firms’ willingness to
invest in OS could depend on the size of their respective Stage Two markets.
It would be natural to investigate this by allowing different qualities of the
Stage Two products in our model. For now, it is probably safe to say that
the answer will sensitively depend on how many separate technologies exist
and the distribution of preferences among firms. Absent detailed empirical
guidance, it will be hard to know which models to investigate.

8.3. Demand Side Assumptions

Our model assumes that consumers choose between products based on
quantity supplied, substitutability, and a one-dimensional quality parame-
ter that reflects the amount of software produced. We recognize, however,
that consumers may have idiosyncratic preferences for particular products.
Naively, we expect strong consumer preferences to reduce the payoffs from
quality improvements leading to lower code production. To the best of our
knowledge, Llanes and de Elejalde (2009) are the only authors who have in-
vestigated firms’ decisions to invest in quality using a Hotelling model that
includes idiosyncratic demand and allows for n > 2 firms. While their re-
sults are broadly similar to ours, Pure-OS industries are indeed much more
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common in their model. We conjecture that idiosyncratic consumer prefer-
ences reduce the importance of appropriability so that shared OS software
production becomes more lucrative.

Similarly, the degree of substitutability (γ) is exogenous in our model.
Over time, however, one might expect firms to design new products strate-
gically so that γ becomes endogenous. This could be accomplished by, for
example, linking our two appropriability variables n and γ. Alternatively,
one might think that shared code would make OS products resemble each
other more closely (high γ) than they do CS products (low γ). Llanes and
de Elejalde (2009) explore this possibility by introducing different substi-
tutability parameters for bundles that contain OS compared to bundles that
contain CS. Not surprisingly, they find that increased substitutability leads
to greater competition among OS firms which, in turn, makes CS firms larger
and more profitable. Endogenizing substitutability in our model would prob-
ably produce similar results.

Finally, we have limited our analysis to the case where products are sub-
stitutes. However, not all products compete and some are complements.
As Schmidtke (2006) points out, OS provides a natural way for firms to
encourage the production of complements that will increase their own prod-
uct sales. Extending the current model to include this case would probably
mitigate the free rider but not the cartel effect. Furthermore, the number
of such complementary products—and hence the importance of Schmidtke’s
observation—remains unclear.

8.4. Non-Commercial OS Incentives

We started this paper by remarking that commercial incentives to develop
OS has become increasingly important in recent years However, volunteer
labor remains important for many OS collaborations and dominates some.
In principle, some of this voluntarism may reflect the desire for future wages
and could be endogenized in our model as a kind of prize. In general, however,
many motives (reputation, altruism, fun) fall outside neoclassical economics.
We refer to OS code developed for these reasons as ‘traditional OS’ in what
follows.

The effects of traditional OS are similar to those already considered for
government provided OS. Thus, increased traditional OS (a) increases the
total supply of OS, (b) increases the total number of OS firms, and (c) re-
duces the total amount of OS produced for commercial reasons. The main
difference is that non-commercial OS potentially increases welfare faster than
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government OS. The reason is that programmers who gain psychic benefits
from voluntarily supplying non-commercial OS have already been compen-
sated because of their intrinsic motives (Lakhani and Wolf, 2005; Hertel et al.,
2003; Ghosh et al., 2002b). By definition, such activities have no opportunity
costs and thus increase welfare even more (Pasche and Engelhardt, 2004).

9. Conclusions and Outlook

Today’s OS software is increasingly dominated by business strategies in
which firms make proprietary products whose quality depends on a shared
OS code base. We have presented a generic oligopoly model based on sim-
ple, realistic assumptions about the costs of developing OS and CS code.
We find that Pure-OS industries are welfare-superior to Pure-CS states so
long as quantity competition is modest so that appropriability is high. Oth-
erwise, Pure-CS industries are welfare-superior except for a few industries
where strong quality competition leads to over-investment by CS firms. Fi-
nally, mixed industries are potentially superior to both Pure-OS and Pure-CS
industries. Welfare is maximized when the presence of CS firms introduces
quality competition that drives OS firms to produce large amounts of code.
Ironically, then, OS is only able to realize the full benefits of cost-sharing
when CS firms are present.

Unfortunately, our analysis also shows that ordinary markets do not pro-
duce nearly enough CS firms to maximize welfare. Additionally, industries
can be locked into pure markets so that they never transition to welfare-
improving mixed markets. Finally, incumbents can sometimes deliberately
block entry by choosing CS.

This leads to several policy implications. Our model provides no support
for giving OS firms tax breaks. To the contrary: its most elegant proposal
is to increase welfare by taxing OS firms and using the proceeds to subsidize
CS firms. Similarly, procurement preferences that concentrate government
spending on OS bundles should be viewed with suspicion. Such schemes in-
variably decrease welfare and make the mismatch between the actual and
welfare-optimal number of OS firms even worse. The model does however
provide support for policy measures that directly boost the amount of sup-
plied OS code. This would increase welfare over the market outcome despite
widening the gap between the actual and welfare optimal proportion of OS
firms.
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Appendix A. Bertrand Competition

This section presents a general version of the model that includes both
Cournot and Bertrand competition. We follow Häckner (2000)’s solution of
Cournot and Bertrand competition in horizontally and vertically differenti-
ated oligopolies. This yields the following payoff function for firm i in Stage
One.

max
xi

(
αiA− V

∑
j 6=i

αj

)2

H−1 − ci (xi, ·)

where (a) in the case of Cournot competition A = 1 + (n− 1) θ , V = θ
and H = h2 , with θ = γ

(2−γ) and h2 = 2 + γ(n − 1); and (b) in the case

of Bertrand competition A = γ2
[
(n− 2)2 − (n− 1)

]
+ 3 (n− 2) γ + 2, V =

γ ((n− 2) γ + 1) and H = (γ (n− 3) + 2)2 (2 + γ (2n− 3))2 (1−γ)(γ (n−1)+1)
(n−2)γ+1

.
Note that A > 0, U > 0, and V > 0 for all n ≥ 2, n ∈ N regardless of whether
Cournot or Bertrand is applied. Note also that γ ∈ [0 . . . 1[ for Bertrand
competition because of the general demand function used in Häckner (2000).

In case of restricted licenses we get the following reaction functions for
an OS-firm and CS-firm respectively:

Rcs
i∈R = β

A (A− V (n− 1))
1
2
φH − A2

− zXos AV
1
2
φH − A2

−
∑
j 6=i

xosj
AV

1
2
φH − A2

, (A.1)

Ros
i∈Z = β

(A− V (n− 1)) (A− V (z − 1))
1
2
φH − (A− V (z − 1))2

−
∑
j 6=i

xosj
V (A− V (z − 1))

1
2
φH − (A− V (z − 1))2

−
(
1
4
φ− (A− V (z − 1))2

)
Xos
−i

1
2
φH − (A− V (z − 1))2

(A.2)

where z is the number of OS-firms and r is the number of CS-firms and
r + z = n. Now, A > 0, H > 0 and V > 0 for all n ≥ 2, n ∈ N and because
of the SOC is 1

2
φH − (A− V (z − 1))2 > 0 and 1

2
φH − A2 > 0.

We now turn to a mixed market equilibrium with free entry and exit.
Taking the SOC and no-cut-off boundary into account, it is again possible
to compare the stable ω? derived from the zero-profit condition against the
welfare optimal ω̂. Figure A.10 depicts a representative example for the case
of Bertrand competition (taking into account that γ < 1). The reader can
confirm the similarity to the Cournot case depicted in Figure 6
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Figure A.10: Welfare-Comparison of Pure vs. Mixed Cases: Bertrand
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This similarity between Bertrand and Cournot results hold in general.
This is confirmed by various numerical examples available upon request from
the authors. The general form of the reaction functions above shows that
assuming Bertrand or Cournot does not change the strategic interactions
that drive our results. For example, the incentives to invest in quality seems
to be higher in the Bertrand case. However, these different incentives affect
both OS and CS firms. This explains why the model results of ω∗ versus ω̂
are similar.

Appendix B. Impact of Asymmetry of Total Costs between OS
and CS

Some commentators have argued that OS is inherently cheaper to de-
velop than CS software (Raymond, 1998). We now discuss how such a cost
asymmetry would affect our model.
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A more general formulation of the OS cost function is

ci(x
os
i ) =

1

2
φxosi

(
xosi + λ ·Xos

−i
)
, λ ≥ 0 (B.1)

where λ = 1 for the case of cost symmetry, and λ ≶ 1 otherwise. This leads
to a slightly different solution

xos =
(1 + rθ) (β − θrxcs)

1
4
φh2 (2 + λ (z − 1))− z (1 + rθ)2

(B.2)

Readers can easily confirm that lower values of λ lead to higher values of xos.
When OS has a cost advantage (λ < 1) it becomes more attractive so that

the SOC value of φ is reduced and there are more OS firms in equilibrium
(when CS has a cost advantage the opposite holds). The λ = 0 case leads to
a strong superadditive OS cost function and to Pure-OS markets only.

Appendix C. OS versus a ‘Real’ OS Quality-Cartel

We compare the outcome of individual investment decisions by OS firms
against a cartel in which firms maximize joint profits.

Appendix C.1. OS-Firms, No Formal Cartel

In case of OS with competition, each OS firm i = 1 . . . n maximizes
its profits. Firm i’s reaction function is given by (5). By symmetry this
same reaction function governs all i = 1 . . . n firms. This determines the
equilibrium value of Xos =

∑
i x

os
i = n · xos as given by (7):

Xos∗ =
n

1
4
φh2 (1 + n)− n

Appendix C.2. A Formal OS Quality-Cartel

Consider a ‘real’ cartel in which firms maximize joint profits Π =
∑

i π
os
i .

Then profit maximization requires:

max
Xos

Π =
∑
i

πos
i = n

(1 +Xos)2

h2
− 1

2
φXos2

Setting the first derivative equal to zero yields the cartel-output

Xos, cartel =
n

1
2
φh2 − n

∀φ > 2n

h2
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Appendix C.3. Comparing Outcomes

For all φ > 2n
h2

(the second order condition of the cartel), the cartel pro-
duces more code than individual firms do:36 Xos, cartel > Xos∗. Furthermore
firms also earn higher profits, i.e. πos, cartel

i > πos∗
i . Finally, W os, cartel < W os∗.

Appendix D. Welfare

Our analysis is based on Hsu and Wang (2005) who provide a general welfare
analysis for differentiated oligopolies. Applied to our model, this yields the
consumer surplus A as follows:

A =
1

2

(
(1− γ)

(
zq2i∈Z + rq2i∈R

)
+ γ (zqi∈Z + rqi∈R)2

)
with

qi∈Z =
(1 + zxos∗ − rθ (xcs∗ − zxos∗))

h
,

qi∈R =
(1 + xcs∗ − zθ (zxos∗ − xcs∗))

h
.

The producer surplus B is given by

B = z · πi∈Z + r · πi∈R,

with profits

πi∈Z =
(1 + zxos∗ − rθ (xcs∗ − zxos∗))2

h2
− 1

2
φzxos∗2,

πi∈R =
(1 + xcs∗ − zθ (zxos∗ − xcs∗))2

h2
− 1

2
φxcs∗2.

Appendix D.1. Pure Cases

In case of Pure-OS (n = z) we obtain

W os
n = An=z +Bn=z = (1 + h)

n

2

(1 + nxos∗)2

h2
− 1

2
φ (nxos∗)2 .

36If the second-order condition for cartels is not satisfied, i.e. φ < 2n
h2 , the cartel produces

software up to the cut-off.
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In case of Pure-CS (n = r) we obtain

W cs
n = An=r +Bn=r = (1 + h)

n

2

(1 + xcs∗)2

h2
− n1

2
φxcs∗2.

We can now calculate the difference in welfare (∆Wn = W os
n −W cs

n ) for a
given n:

∆Wn = W os
n −W cs

n =
n

2
(1 + h)

(1 + xos∗n)2 − (1 + xcs∗)2

h2
−n

2
φ
(
nxos∗2 − xcs∗2

)
.

with nxos∗ = Xos∗ is given by (7), and xcs∗ is given by (4).

Appendix D.2. Mixed Cases

The simultaneous solution of (8) and (9) is given by

xcs∗ =
(1 + (n− 1) θ) (z2θ (1 + θr)− χ) β

(1 + θr) θ2r (1 + (n− 1) θ) z2 − ψχ
,

xos∗ =
(1 + θr) (θr (1 + (n− 1) θ)− ψ) β

(1 + θr) θ2r (1 + (n− 1) θ) z2 − ψχ
,

where ψ = 1
2
h2φ− (1 + (n− 1) θ) (1 + zθ) and χ = 1

4
φh2 (1 + z)− z (1 + rθ)2.

Inserting these in to our quantity and profits functions (see above) lets us
calculate total welfare according to the expression

W =
1

2

(
(1− γ)

(
zq2i∈Z + rq2i∈R

)
+ γ (zqi∈Z + rqi∈R)2

)
+ z · πi∈Z + r · πi∈R.

Appendix E. Different φ and Welfare Comparison of Pure Cases

We show that adopting values of φ different from 2 does not substantially
change our welfare comparison of Pure-OS and Pure-CS industries. Figure
E.11 shows results for φ = 2 (solid line) and φ = 20 (dashed line).

The situation does not change much when φ increases by a factor of
ten. The region where OS is superior expands slightly for low values of γ
and contracts slightly near γ = 1. (Notice that we have exaggerated the
differences by drawing the figure so that the affected regions are magnified.)
The reason for this similarity is that changes in φ affect the cost function for
Pure-OS and Pure-CS industries identically. Furthermore, the values of γ for
which (a) Xos = xcs and (b) xcs has its minimum (and begins to rise again)

are given by (a) γ = 2
(n+2)

and (b) γ =

(
n−5+
√

9+n(n−2)
)

2(n−2) , both independent
of φ.
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Figure E.11: Welfare Superiority of φ = 2 vs. φ = 20
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Appendix F. Welfare of Pure vs. Mixed Cases in Concentrated
Industries

For small industries (small n) one has to take into account that the num-
ber of firms is an integer. Figures F.12 and F.13 (page 51) show how our
welfare analysis of Pure vs. Mixed cases changes for concentrated (small n)
industries. While the case of n = 30 looks similar to the figure in the main
text, in the case of n = 5 some regions have disappeared.

Appendix G. Stable vs. Welfare Optimal Proportion of OS Firms,
and Various φ and n

We have performed various different numerical calculations to confirm
our propositions. Table G.2 (page 52) presents selected results for different
values of γ, φ and n. Further variations and/or the applied Maple code are
available from the authors.
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Figure F.12: Welfare-Comparison of Pure vs. Mixed Cases,n = 30
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Figure F.13: Welfare-Comparison of Pure vs. Mixed Cases, n = 5
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Table G.2: Stable vs. Welfare Optimal ω

φ = 2 φ = 3 φ = 5

n =
100

n =
500

n =
1, 000

n =
5, 000

n =
100, 000
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Appendix H. OS-Entry into a Pure-CS Industry

We assume that two OS firms are potential entrants.37

Assume further that the two firms decide sequentially in Stage Zero. Then
the first OS firm will not enter the market unless it knows that the second
firm will also enter afterward. This means, by induction, that it will enter
if and only if the second firm is assured of earning a profit. But this is
exactly what the GPL license does. By making its own code GPL, the first
entrant commits to the specific OS regime that allows the second entrant to
earn a profit. We therefore conclude that there is no fundamental reason why
Pure-CS states cannot transition to Mixed-OS/CS states so long as GPL-like
commitment strategies exist.

Alternatively, assume that the potential OS entrants decide simultane-
ously. Suppose further that the two OS firms would earn a positive profit
if both enter. But if only one OS firms enters, code-sharing cannot occur
and the entrant will earn negative profits. Then the strategic problem is to
ensure that both firms enter. This problem can be analyzed in terms of the
following game where the payoffs have been normalized to 1, 0, and -1:

YES NO
YES 1,1 -1,0
NO 0,-1 0,0

This coordination game has two Nash-equilibria (YES, YES) and (NO,
NO). Furthermore, this is a common interest game in which both two po-
tential entrants would like to occupy the same (YES, YES) equilibrium. If
players can signal which strategy they wish to play, we can assume that they
will both arrive the common interest equilibrium. This can readily be done
in our OS case if each OS entrant announces that its code will be subject to
the GPL.

37Our argument does conceptually not depend on this assumption and holds equally for
more OS-entrants.
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